
 

 

Αt our Secondary Special Vocational School we are 

«real life» oriented. Real life can’t be described through 

equations, models are. So we found “real life data”, we 

analyzed them and we compare it with the model. After using 

STELLARIUM we used as resource this video from youtube 

(https://youtu.be/KKwcvPGZPPA) 

 

We edit it (see file Jupiter&Moon2.mp4) [Ref. 1] and 

we process it with Tracker [Ref. 2]. For a “better view” we used 

the following site for an animation of Jupiter & his Moons https://www.e-

education.psu.edu/astro801/content/l2_p9_p2.html. We used a screen capture software and we took a 

video (see file 2015-04-22_20-17-55.mp4) and then we process it with Tracker (see file 17-55.trk).  
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You can find the files referring here to this dropbox 

folder:   http://goo.gl/zuRfTk 

  

https://www.e-education.psu.edu/astro801/content/l2_p9_p2.html
https://www.e-education.psu.edu/astro801/content/l2_p9_p2.html


We assign Jupiter’s moons with a M1, M2, M3, M4 bodies (see Table above *Ref. 2+) and we also 

wanted to see how  Center of the Mass  moves. (see photos below) We make an “excellent” track for 

Callisto (M1). We are not so “successful” for the rest moons. One reason is that the relevant sizes are much 

closed and we couldn’t –for sure– in some frames to decide which moon was where. Another reason 

(“empowering” the previous one) is the moon’s motions are accelerated. Also, for the CM we can “hardly” 

see (dotted black line) a periodic motion. 
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 [Ref. 1] https://youtu.be/KKwcvPGZPPA    

[Ref. 2] https://www.cabrillo.edu/~dbrown/tracker/  

[Ref. 3] http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moons_of_Jupiter#Table 

Note: You can also us  the Jupiter Lab from The Revolution Of Moons of Jupiter, Contemporary Lab 

Experiences in Astronomy (CLEA). Retrieved 02-07-2013 

http://www3.gettysburg.edu/~marschal/clea/cleahome.html & 

http://www3.gettysburg.edu/~marschal/clea/juplab.html ( from “Determination of the Mass of Jupiter from 

the orbital data of its moons using Computer Simulators” Anshuman Swain, KVPY Fellow SA stream from 

http://www.academia.edu/7935011/Determination_of_the_Mass_of_Jupiter_from_the_orbital_data_of_its

_moons_using_Computer_Simulators_Determination_of_the_Mass_of_Jupiter_from_the_orbital_data_of_i

ts_moons_using_Computer_Simulators)  
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